Scanning tunneling experiments on single crystals of superconducting FeTe 0.55 Se 0.45 have recently provided evidence for discrete energy levels inside vortices. Although predicted long ago, such levels are seldom resolved due to extrinsic (temperature, instrumentation) and intrinsic (quasiparticle scattering) limitations. We study a microscopic multiband model with parameters appropriate for FeTe 0.55 Se 0.45 . We confirm the existence of well-separated bound states and show that the chemical disorder due to random occupation of the chalcogen site does not affect significantly the vortex-core electronic structure. We further analyze the vortex bound states by projecting the local density of states on angular-momentum eigenstates. A rather complex pattern of bound states emerges from the multiband and mixed electron-hole nature of the normalstate carriers. The character of the vortex states changes from hole-like with negative angular momentum at low energy to electron-like with positive angular momentum at higher energy within the superconducting gap. We show that disorder in the arrangement of vortices most likely explains the differences found experimentally when comparing different vortices.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a local and space-resolved probe of the electronic density of states, the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) [1] has enabled detailed testing of the BardeenCooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory of superconductivity [2] generalized to encompass inhomogeneous order parameters by Bogoliubov and de Gennes [3] -especially in the interior of Abrikosov vortices [4] [5] [6] [7] . The predicted spectrum of oneelectron excitations inside vortices is qualitatively different in superconductors with and without nodes in the order parameter, for in the first case the low-energy states attached to the cores are resonant with extended states outside the core and the resulting energy spectrum is continuous, while in the second case, where the superconducting state is fully gapped, the subgap vortex-core states are truly bound and the energy spectrum is discrete (assuming the vortex is isolated). Hence an experimental detection of discrete levels in vortices is sufficient to rule out nodal order parameters. Such an observation is possible only in the quantum regime, when the energy separation between the levels is larger than the energy broadening related to temperature and quasiparticle interactions. The typical energy separation is ∆ 2 /E F , where ∆ is the order-parameter scale and E F is the Fermi energy [8] . In the cuprates, the quantum regime is realized but the order parameter has nodes and the vortex-core spectrum is therefore continuous [7] . On the other hand, most nodeless superconductors are not in the quantum regime, such that the vortex states are dense and measurements by STM show broad features inside vortices [9] . Very recently, discrete vortex levels were discovered in FeTe 0. 55 Se 0.45 [10] .
In the quantum regime, the bound states appear as resolution-limited peaks in the local tunneling conductance. Exactly at the core center, the tunneling spectrum predicted by the Bogoliubov-de Gennes theory breaks particle-hole symmetry [6, 8, 11, 12] . For an electron band (positive mass), the lowest state has energy + 1 2 ∆ 2 /E F and the electronic component of its wave function is maximal at the core center, while the hole component vanishes at the core center, such that there is no peak at energy − 2 /E F . The situation is reverted for a hole band (negative mass) [13] , where the peak at the core center has energy − there is nothing at + 1 2 ∆ 2 /E F . The second and higher-energy states have no weight at the core center. These expectations contrast with the observations made in FeTe 0. 55 Se 0. 45 , where indeed some of the vortices show a single peak at positive energy at the core center, as may be expected for an electronic band, while another vortex shows an almost particle-hole symmetric pair of peaks and yet other vortices show an asymmetric spectrum with a tall peak at negative energy and a smaller peak at positive energy [10] . Moreover, some vortices show several additional peaks at the core center, where the theory predicts only one. A characteristic of FeTe 0.55 Se 0. 45 , shared with most iron chalcogenides and pnictides [14] , is a disconnected Fermi surface presenting hole pockets around the Γ point of the Brillouin zone and electron pockets around the M points. The minimal model for FeTe 0.55 Se 0.45 has one electron pocket and one hole pocket of nearly equal volumes. Because of this, a tempting interpretation of the experimental data would be that vortices show a mixture of electron-like and hole-like bound states. Motivated by measurements on pnictides, a number of authors have studied vortices in models featuring electron and hole bands [13, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . A comparison with FeTe 0.55 Se 0.45 is difficult, as these works either choose parameters not in the quantum regime, or use exact diagonalization on small systems and fail to achieve the high energy resolution required in order to address discrete vortex levels. Thus, the theoretical vortex spectrum for a nearly compensated two-band metal in the quantum regime has not been computed so far.
Provided that the two-band scenario gives the correct interpretation, another mechanism must still be identified in order to explain the significant variations observed from one vortex to another. As FeTe 0.55 Se 0.45 is microscopically disordered [22] , one candidate explanation rests on the variations in the local potential landscape due to random occupation of the Te/Se sites. Another possibility would be density inhomogeneities, which would locally change the balance between the electron and hole pockets. One could also adduce the irregular distribution of vortices observed in the experiments, as simulations have shown that disorder in the vortex positions impacts the local density of states (LDOS) in the cores [7, 23] .
A measure of the proximity to the quantum limit is provided by the product k F ξ ∼ E F /∆ of the Fermi wave vector and the coherence length. The typical size of the Fermi pockets in FeTe 0. 55 We present our two-dimensional disordered tight-binding model and review its basic properties as well as our calculation methods in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we study an isolated vortex and characterize the discrete bound states in terms of their approximate angular momentum and electron-like or hole-like character. Section IV illustrates the changes that chemical disorder, possible density inhomogeneities, and disorder in the vortex positions can bring to vortex-core spectra. We summarize our results and present discussions and perspectives in Sec. V, concluding in Sec. VI. Appendices A to G collect additional material.
II. MODEL AND METHOD
The early photoemission studies have revealed a significant band renormalization; furthermore, the DFT calculations give quite different band structures close to the Fermi energy for FeSe and FeTe [26, 27] . These observations suggest that an effective model is preferable, in order to describe the low-energy region and the superconducting state of FeTe 0.55 Se 0.45 , to a model based on bare DFT bands. The qualitative shape of the Fermi surface plays an important role in the quantum regime, because inhomogeneities of the condensate, in particular vortices, have dimensions comparable with the Fermi wavelength and scatter the Bogoliubov excitations of the superconductor at large angles, thus sensing the whole Fermi surface. In order to keep the approach simple while preserving the relevant ingredients for a successful low-energy theory of FeTe 0.55 Se 0.45 , we build on the S 4 -symmetric microscopic model introduced in Ref. 28 for iron pnictides and chalcogenides. This is a four-orbital model that captures the low-energy features of the more familiar five-orbital model [29, 30] and explains the robustness of the s-wave superconducting state in this class of materials. In the simplest variant, the model has one twofold-degenerate electron-like band and one twofolddegenerate hole-like band. The electron and hole bands follow from a tight-binding Hamiltonian with the structure shown in Fig. 1(a) . Each Fe site is coupled to its first and third neighbors by isotropic hopping amplitudes t 1 and t 3 , while the coupling to second neighbors is anisotropic and rotated by 90 degrees at the two inequivalent Fe sites. The dispersion relation measured from the chemical potential µ for these electron and hole bands is
where t 2s = (t 2 + t 2 )/2 and t 2d = (t 2 − t 2 )/2 are the s-and d x 2 − y 2 -symmetric second-neighbor hopping amplitudes, respectively, and a = 2.69 Å is the lattice parameter of the 1-Fe unit cell. The second pair of bands has the roles of t 2 and t 2 interchanged. The difference between t 2 and t 2 stems from the fact that these hopping amplitudes are generated through hybridization with the out-of-plane p orbitals of the pnictogen or chalcogen atom. The robust d x 2 − y 2 -symmetric component t 2d stabilizes the s-wave pairing on the second neighbors, very much like, in the cuprates, the s-symmetric first-neighbor hopping stabilizes the d x 2 − y 2 pairing symmetry [28] . For the choice of the five parameters, we require that the dispersion satisfies the following conditions: (1) the Fermi surface has a hole pocket at Γ and an electron pocket at M; (2) the Fermi wave vectors on the Γ and M pockets are k F,Γ = 0.15π/a and k F,M = 0.12π/a, respectively; (3) the hole band at Γ has its maximum at 13 meV; (4) the electron pocket has minimal anisotropy; (5) the self-consistent vortex-core size is 16 Å. Condition (2) uses an average of the measured wave vectors at the α 2 and α 3 sheets in FeTe 0.42 Se 0.58 [27] . Condition (3) is based on the band parametrization used in Ref. 31 . Condition (4) is imposed for simplicity and used to fix the parameter t 2d . At low energy, the main effect of t 2d is to change the anisotropy of the Fermi surface at the M point. One can see this by expanding the dispersion around the Γ and M points. At leading order, the dispersion around Γ is isotropic, while around M there is a term
. The choice t 2d = t 1 /2 cancels this term and minimizes the anisotropy of the M pocket. Finally, condition (5) sets the overall bandwidth, or rather the average Fermi velocity, such that the low-energy theory properly reproduces the emerging length scale that controls the vortices [25] , as developed further below [32] . The resulting average value k F ξ = 2.5 realizes the strong quantum regime to which FeTe 0.55 Se 0.45 belongs. The model parameters satisfying conditions (1)-(5) are (t 1 , t 2 , t 2 , t 3 , µ) = (53, 55.6, 2.6, 14.4, −51) meV. The Fermi surface and the dispersion in the low-energy sector probed by STM and angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) experiments are depicted in Fig. 1(b) .
To describe the superconducting state, we adopt the functional gap dependence reported in Ref. 24 . This s ± state is realized in real space by means of isotropic pairing amplitudes ∆ 2 /4 > 0 and ∆ 3 /4 < 0 on all second-and third-neighbor bonds, respectively. The corresponding momentum-space gap structure is
The sign reversal of the order parameter between the two pockets is not an essential feature for the results presented in the present study. What is essential, though, is that the order parameter is nodeless on the Fermi surface. The ARPES values ∆ 2 = 3.55 meV and ∆ 3 = −0.95 meV [24] produce a gap in the DOS that is approximately twice as wide as the gap seen in high-resolution STM experiments [see Fig. 10 (b) in Appendix B]. The optical conductivity also appears to be consistent with gaps larger than those seen by STM [33, 34] . A bump at ∼ 4 meV observed by STM [35] was interpreted as the signature of a large gap [24] . However, no systematic structure at ±4 meV is seen in Refs 10 and 36, despite the large number of spectra reported. This discrepancy was ascribed to momentum selectivity of the tunneling matrix element [36] , which would hide the large gap at the M points. Note that, in the cuprates, the largest gap at the M point is consistently seen with the same amplitude in photoemission and tunneling [37, 38] . Since our focus here is on tunneling, we rescale the reported values by a factor of two and use In particular, the robust and sharp gap edge at ∼ 1 meV, which is seen in all STM measurements [10, 35, 36, 39] , is well reproduced. We also calculate the spectral function and obtain features much sharper than the ones observed in photoemission [ Fig. 1(e) ], despite averaging over a disordered region as described below. This raises the question of the origin of a broad signal in photoemission and how it may affect the determination of gap values that are similar to the resolution of the experiment (2 meV) [24] . Because the second-neighbor hopping is anisotropic, an isotropic order parameter between second neighbors can only be generated self-consistently by the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations if the pairing interaction has a small d x 2 − y 2 component. We find that an interaction V 2 = −28.4 meV, V 2 = −27.0 meV, corresponding to V 2s = −27.7 meV and V 2d = −0.7 meV, produces the desired gap structure on the second neighbors, while V 3 = −27.2 meV generates the order parameter on the third-neighbor bonds. Se and Te are isoelectronic, the former being slightly more electronegative than the latter. One may therefore expect the unit cells containing Se to be attractive compared with those containing Te. This disorder is weak and leads to local displacements of spectral weight and contrast in the topography measured by STM. In order to incorporate the chemical disorder, we introduce two on-site energies V Te and V Se and dis- tribute them randomly with the required proportion on the Fe sites of the model [ Fig. 1(c) ]. To keep the electron density fixed, the chemical potential must be shifted by the average on-site energy x V Te + (1 − x)V Se , where x is the concentration of Te. Relative to the disorder-free chemical potential µ, the on-site energies are therefore (1 − x)(V Te − V Se ) ≡ V in the unit cells containing Te and −x/(1 − x)V in those containing Se. This model of disorder is certainly very crude, but has the advantage of reducing the number of unknown parameters to just one. The resulting potential is random and bimodal without spatial correlations. Because, in reality, the potential on Fe atoms originates from out-of-plane disorder, a better model would attach a screened Coulomb potential to each Se and Te atom, leading to a more smooth landscape with spatial correlations at the Fe sites. Disorder models of this kind have been studied in relation to cuprate superconductors [40] [41] [42] [43] . This sort of refinement seems not essential for the vortex-core spectroscopy, which is the main focus of this study, and is therefore left for a future investigation. We tentatively set the strength of the potential to V = 1 meV. In order to fix this value, we have studied the disorder-induced fluctuations of the LDOS. On each given Fe site, the surrounding disorder configuration induces in the LDOS specific structures whose amplitudes scale with V (see Fig. 11 in Appendix C). Simultaneously, the disorder reduces the height of the superconducting coherence peaks. With the value V = 1 meV, the fluctuations of the calculated LDOS are comparable with the variations of the tunneling spectrum measured in zero field [10] . Figure 1 (f) shows a series of 25 spectra taken along the path indicated in Fig. 1(d) .
The calculations reported in this study are based on the Bogoliubov-de Gennes theory at zero temperature, solved by means of the Chebyshev-expansion technique introduced in Ref. 44 , and using the asymmetric singular gauge of Ref. 23 to describe disordered distributions of vortices. The Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations we consider are
where denote the energy eigenvalue for the wave function is determined self-consistently from the pairing interaction V r r according to
where the sum runs over all eigenstates of positive energy and the Fermi factors reduce to f ( ) = 0 and f (− ) = 1 at zero temperature. In order to reach our target resolution (typical separation between the energies much smaller that the gap), we must consider square lattices of order 1500 × 1500 sites, for which the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3) has dimensions of order 8 · 10 6 × 8 · 10 6 , preventing a direct solution by diagonalization. The Chebyshev expansion allows one to compute physical quantities like the LDOS N (r , E) and the order parameter ∆ α r r for each lattice point r or each bond (r , r ) independently, without diagonalizing the Hamiltonian. The LDOS is computed as
The first line relates the LDOS to the retarded single-particle Green's function, while the second line expresses the Chebyshev expansion, which is approximate due to truncation at finite order N . In the time domain, the Green's function is defined as
is the Heaviside function, ψ † α (r ) creates an electron at site r in orbital α, [·, ·] + is the anti-commutator, and the average 〈· · ·〉 is taken with respect to the Bogoliubov-de Gennes Hamiltonian H. The Chebyshev coefficients are
where |r α〉 is the state representing an electron localized at point r in orbital α and T n (H) is the Chebyshev polynomial of order n evaluated at the dimensionless rescaled [10, 22, 27, 35, 36, 39, 46, 47] . A trace of 25 LDOS spectra is displayed in Fig. 1(f) . The smaller and larger gaps, residing on the Γ and M pockets, respectively, are visible despite the relatively low resolution used (see Appendix B for high-resolution LDOS curves). The disorder induces fluctuations in N (r , E), in particular fluctuations of the coherencepeak height. One also notices small fluctuations of the gap width as reported in Ref. 47 . Those are mostly due to the disorder, but also reflect the self-consistent adjustment of the order parameter in the disordered landscape.
A few remarks are in order regarding self-consistency. The gap equation (4) can be rewritten in a form similar to Eq. (5) involving the anomalous Green's function and the corresponding Chebyshev coefficients [23] . In principle, Eq. (4) must be solved self-consistently on each bond (r , r ). In a system of two millions sites, this is presently beyond reach. For calculating the LDOS at a given site, however, precise self-consistent values of the order parameter at distant sites are not required and can be replaced by approximate values. For the data shown in Figs. 1(d)-1(f), we limited the search for a self-consistent solution to the region shown in Fig. 1(c) , including a few sites around it, while keeping the order parameter fixed to its unperturbed value in the rest of the system. The self-consistency brings only small quantitative changes to the various properties. In particular, the spectral gap defined by half the energy separation between the two main coherence peaks differs by less than 0.2% on average (0.5% at maximum) between the self-consistent and non-self-consistent calculations (see Fig. 12 in Appendix D).
The real-space Green's function also gives access to the momentum-resolved spectral function measured by ARPES. For a translation-invariant system, the Green's function depends on the relative coordinate r − r and the spectral function A(k, E) is proportional to the imaginary part of its Fourier transform with respect to r − r . In a disordered system like FeTe 0.55 Se 0.45 , the spectral function must be spatially averaged over the center-of-mass coordinate (r + r )/2, leading us to the expression
The spatial average is performed on M sites labeled r , while the r sum runs over the whole lattice. The Chebyshev expansion has the same form as for the LDOS, except that the coefficients now depend on nonlocal matrix elements according to
Figure 1(e) shows A(k, E) evaluated along the two cuts drawn in Fig. 1(b) , as well as A(k, E) f (E) calculated with a lower resolution for a temperature T = 6 K [this temperature applies only to f (E); A(k, E) remains the zero-temperature result]. Since the calculation of the spectral function is relatively time-consuming, the spatial average was restricted to the region shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). Notice that the spatial average is not a disorder average in the usual meaning of statistical average over the disorder: here, a single configuration of the disorder was generated and kept for the whole study. It is seen that the disorder has little effect on A(k, E).
In particular, no broadening is observed: A(k, E) has the resolution implied by the Chebyshev expansion. Note that the broadening of order πV 2 N (0) that would be expected from a conventional disorder average, where N (0) is the Fermilevel DOS, is here very small (∼ 0.04 meV). The gaps on the hole and electron pockets are visible, even if the resolution is lowered to 2 meV. References 24 and 27 report different responses of the hole bands around Γ to light polarization, attributed to their different orbital characters. These are optical selection rules associated with the photoemission matrix element. In the present model, the spectral function itself has structure in momentum space, independent of any matrix-element effect, and, interestingly, the hole band has exactly zero spectral weight along Γ -M (see Appendix E). For this reason, the hole band was imaged around (π, π) in Fig. 1(e) .
III. ISOLATED VORTEX WITHOUT CHEMICAL DISORDER
We turn now to the vortex-core states, starting with a single isolated vortex without chemical disorder. The effects of disorder and nonideal vortex lattice are the topics of the next section. The order parameter ∆ α r r for a vortex has a modulus that decreases from its asymptotic bulk value to zero when r and r approach the vortex center, and a phase that winds by 2π along any path encircling the vortex. Solving Eq. (4) in the neighborhood of the vortex, we find that the self-consistent order parameter modulus is very nearly isotropic around the vortex center and accurately parametrized by the form [23] 
where r is the distance from the vortex center to the center of the bond where the order parameter ∆ is located, ∆ 0 is the asymptotic bulk value (either ∆ 2 or ∆ 3 ), and ξ 0 , ξ 1 are two parameters with the unit of length. This analytical expression is compared with the self-consistent profile in Fig. 2(a) . The core sizes ξ c , defined by ∆(ξ c ) = ∆ 0 /2, equal 6.4a for the large gap and 3.85a for the small gap, which, once weighted by the bulk gap amplitudes and averaged, give the overall core size of 16 Å. Recall that the bandwidth was adjusted such as to achieve this value for the core size [32] . Note also that no unique definition of the core size exists, and that the value obtained with our definition based solely on the self-consistent order parameter may differ from values deduced from, e.g., spectroscopic data. Regarding the phase of the vortex order parameter, we find that, within numerical accuracy, it is given by the angle defined by the center of the bond and the center of the vortex.
The LDOS at the vortex center shown in Fig. 2 (b) presents two peaks near −0.11 meV and +0.53 meV, reminiscent of the Caroli-de Gennes-Matricon bound states [8] . The width and shape of the peak at +0.53 meV are identical to those of the resolution function (see Appendix A), indicating that it corresponds to a single bound state. This calculation was performed with N = 18 000, achieving an energy resolution of 0.25 meV. For the taller peak at −0.11 meV, the width is slightly larger than the resolution: a spectral analysis reveals that this peak gets contributions from two bound states. As our calculation method delivers the LDOS in terms of the Green's function, Eq. (5), we miss a direct access to the energies and wave functions of the Bogoliubov-de Gennes Hamiltonian. Nonetheless, in the subgap range where the (a) Self-consistent vortex order parameter. The red and blue points show the order-parameter modulus (multiplied by four) on bonds connected to lattice sites along the (10) and (11) direction, respectively; for instance, the two red points closest to the vortex center correspond to lattice coordinates (2,0), the center of the bond being at (2.5,0.5) for the large gap and (3,0) for the small gap. The solid lines show the interpolation formula given in the text. Note the absence of anisotropy between the (10) and (11) directions. (b) LDOS at the vortex center (red) and without vortex (blue) calculated with a resolution of 0.25 meV (N = 18 000). The insets show the spatial distribution of the LDOS in a 51a × 51a region around the vortex at the energies of the low-lying bound states. The color scale is logarithmic, going from blue (minimal intensity) to white (maximal intensity). spectrum is discrete, it is possible to extract the energies and wave functions by fitting the expression
to the calculated LDOS. u (r ) and v (r ) are the electron and hole amplitudes, respectively, and > 0 are the energies. Equation (9) gives the exact LDOS if the energies are allowed to run over all states, both in the continuous and discrete parts of the spectrum, and if δ N (E) is the Dirac delta function. In our case, we restrict ourselves to a small set of discrete energies in the subgap region and we replace the Dirac delta function by the resolution function of the Chebyshev expansion. We consider a series of 26 LDOS spectra taken along the (10) direction at the positions (x, y) = (ia, 0), i = 0, . . . , 25, and we fit Eq. (9) to this whole data set at once. The outcome of this fitting is displayed in Fig. 3 . We expect the result to be independent of the direction because, as can be seen in the insets of Fig. 2(b) , the LDOS is almost perfectly isotropic. Figure 3(a) shows the spectral decomposition of the LDOS as a sum of resolution-limited peaks. Only the LDOS curves up to x = 10a are shown for clarity; the complete data set is displayed in Fig. 13 , Appendix F. The quality of the fit is very good, although not perfect. Given the large number of adjustable parameters, finding the absolute minimum is somewhat chancy. Nevertheless, the results make sense and are sufficient for our purposes.
In the continuum model, an isolated vortex has cylindrical symmetry and the eigenstates can be chosen such that the electron and hole components u and v have well-defined angular momenta [8, 11, 12, 48] . The electron component has angular momentum µ − 1/2 and behaves in the core like J µ−1/2 (k + r), where µ is half an odd integer and k + is a wave vector slightly above k F , while the hole component has angular momentum −µ − 1/2 and behaves like J µ+1/2 (k − r). We conform to the traditional notation for the angular mo-mentum µ, since confusion with the chemical potential is unlikely. All Bessel functions J n except J 0 vanish at the origin, such that the only angular-momentum eigenstates with a finite amplitude at the vortex center are µ = ±1/2. For an electron band (i.e., a positive mass), the lowest Bogoliubov excitation is electron-like with momentum +1/2 and finite value of u at the vortex center. For a hole band, the lowest excitation is hole-like with momentum −1/2 and finite value of v in the core [13] . The angular momentum is not a good quantum number on the lattice. Nevertheless, because the Fermi energy is small in our model, the dispersion is nearly parabolic [see Fig. 1(b) ] and the effective low-energy Hamiltonian resembles the continuum, as exemplified by the approximate cylindrical symmetry of the LDOS in Fig. 2(b) . One sees in Fig. 2(b) that the lowest bound state ( = 0.09 meV) has its hole component finite in the core (∝ J 0 ), while the electron component vanishes (∝ J 1 ) [see also the top panel in Fig. 3(b) ]. This suggests that the low-energy carriers are holes. At first sight, one expects that the next bound state at = 0.2 meV has angular momentum −3/2 with its hole (electron) component vanishing in the core like J 1 (J 2 ), an expectation contradicted by the data in Figs. 2(b) and 3(b). Here we must remember that the model has four bands grouped in two degenerate pairs. The correct expectation is therefore to observe two doubly-degenerate states at each angular momentum. The second state at = 0.2 meV indeed has angular momentum −1/2 and does not vanish in the core. In order to determine the angular momenta of the various bound states, we fit the formψ
to the electron and hole components extracted from the LDOS via Eq. (9). Equation (10) represents an angularmomentum eigenstate with radial components at two different wave vectors, as appropriate in a two-band setup. The state at = 0.09 meV is very well approximated bŷ ψ −1/2 , confirming that this is a hole-like state with momentum −1/2 [see Fig. 3(b) ]. At = 0.2 meV, the fit yields two independent components with angular momenta −1/2 and −3/2. We believe that two bound states live there, too close in energy to be resolved. One is the second hole-like state with momentum −1/2, the other is the first state with momentum −3/2. The near degeneracy of two states here will be confirmed below (Fig. 6) . Something quite interesting happens as the energy increases: we find that the best fit to the state at = 0.39 meV isψ +5/2 with a small admixture ofψ +3/2 . Hence this is an electron-like state and the vortex electronic structure changes from hole-to electron-like between 0.2 and 0.4 meV. This statement is confirmed by the state at = 0.53 meV, as well as two other states not shown in Fig. 3(b) at 0.69 and 0.84 meV. The superposition of two angular momenta signals the broken rotational symmetry, and/or the interband mixing. At = 0.53 meV, we find a +3/2 state with a significant mixing of +1/2, which explains why this state has amplitude at the vortex center despite its relatively high energy. In Ref. 6 , a similar mixing was advocated to explain a second peak in YNi 2 B 2 C. Finally, states at 0.69 and 0.84 meV are found to have angular momenta +7/2 and +5/2 with admixture of +5/2 and +3/2, respectively. The data are summarized in Fig. 4 . The two series of bound states obey approximately the scaling = |µ|∆ 2 /E F if we take for ∆ the two spectral gaps of 1.2 and 2 meV, and for E F the value 10.4 meV, which is the average of the hole-band maximum at 13 meV and the electron-band minimum at −7.8 meV [see Fig. 1(b) ].
IV. EFFECTS OF CHEMICAL DISORDER, DENSITY INHOMOGENEITY, AND NEIGHBORING VORTICES ON THE VORTEX-CORE SPECTRUM
Strong local scattering centers induce low-energy states in superconductors [49] . The effects of weak extended disorder like the chemical disorder in FeTe 0.55 Se 0.45 have been much less studied (for a recent perspective, see Ref. 43 and references therein). As the experiments [10] report variations in the spectroscopy from one vortex to the next, we first ask whether these variations could be attributed to the chemical disorder. For this purpose, we consider an isolated vortex and move it across the disordered landscape of Fig. 1(c) . For the order parameter, we use the approximate form deduced from the self-consistent calculation and shown in Fig. 2(a) . As the self-consistent adjustment of the order parameter in the disorder has almost no effect on the LDOS (Appendix D), we neglect it here. For each of the 35 × 35 possible positions, we compute the LDOS at the vortex center. Overall, we find that the changes are tiny relative to the spectrum in the clean case [ Fig. 2(b) ]: all LDOS curves have the same general structure with one tall peak at small negative energy and one weaker peak at higher positive energy. We have previously attributed the tall peak to the superposition of two hole-like bound states of angular momentum −1/2 and energies 0.09 and 0.2 meV. The weaker peak belongs to a single electron-like state at energy 0.53 meV with principal angular momentum +3/2 and an admixture of +1/2. We fit Eq. (9) to each LDOS curve in order to determine the correlation between bound states and disorder. The energies of the bound states vary as the vortex is moved over the disorder as shown in Fig. 5 . The distribution of energies for each bound state is much narrower (typical variance 0.02 meV) than the corrugation of the potential (1 meV). The lowest state
, being the most localized [see Fig. 3(b) ], varies on the same scale as the disorder and shows a weak anti-correlation with it: there is a tendency for the state to have higher energy in attractive Se-rich regions and lower energy in repulsive Terich regions. These tendencies do not compensate, though, and on average the energy
is pushed down (0.06 meV) compared with the clean case (0.09 meV). This average shift occurs in spite of the fact that, on average, the potential due to disorder is zero. The behavior of the state
is similar (not shown in the figure), except that it displays almost no shift on average. This may be due to the fact that this state is closer to the particle-hole crossover energy. The less localized state
varies on a coarse-grained scale of the order of the coherence length [ Fig. 5(b) ]. This state has a weak positive correlation with the disorder and is pushed on average up. Hence electron-like and hole like vortex states behave differently in the presence of extended disorder.
Within our model, the chemical disorder can not explain the variety of vortex-core spectra observed in FeTe 0.55 Se 0.45 , with sometimes a single peak, sometimes two peaks of equal heights, and sometimes a taller peak at negative energy, like in Fig. 2(b) . As a second possibility, we study how the vortex spectrum changes when varying the chemical potential, as would occur in the presence of fluctuations in the electronic density on length scales comparable with or larger than the coherence length. It is not obvious how such nanoscale variations could be stabilized. The vortex charging effect [50, 51] is small and may explain a depletion of order 10 −5 electrons per cell in the vortex, corresponding to a tiny change of chemical potential in the µeV range. Much larger changes are needed in order to produce appreciable variations in the vortex spectrum. Figure 6 shows the evolution of the spectrum at the vortex center upon charge accumulation [ Fig. 6(a) ] and charge depletion [ Fig. 6(b) ] stemming from variations of µ by ±15 meV, which correspond roughly to ±0.2 electrons per cell. The vortex order parameter was held fixed in this calculation and only µ was varied. It is seen that the charge accumulation has little effect, until ∆µ = 13 meV, which is the point where the hole pocket at the Γ point disappears [see Fig. 1(b) ]. From this point on, one of the two hole-like states forming the tall peak at negative energy moves towards the gap edge, leaving a single pair of peaks corresponding to the states
in the vortex core. The charge depletion alters the spectrum more dramatically. As the chemical potential is lowered and the electron band at the M point is progressively emptied, the electron-like state show a very intriguing dependence on µ: they initially begin to split for low values of ∆µ, before merging again into a single peak, splitting across zero energy, and merging back a second time. Most remarkably, the first merging leads to a peak at exactly zero energy: this occurs for ∆µ = −7.8 meV, which puts the chemical potential at the quadratic touching point where the electron pocket at M disappears and a hole pocket ap- pears instead [ Fig. 1(b) ]. This accidental zero-energy peak is unrelated to Majorana-type physics [36, 52] . Although Fig. 6 presents some spectral variation, we believe that the source of the variability in the experimental spectra must be searched for elsewhere. In addition to being unlikely for electrostatic reasons, the large variations of chemical potential do not produce the kind of spectra that are seen by STM.
Finally, we investigate the influence of nearby vortices. In a perfect vortex lattice, the localized states of the isolated vortices hybridize to form bands. In a 5 T field, the hybridization is weaker than the typical energy separation between core states and the latter remain visible in the LDOS as well-defined peaks. Apart from an overall broadening, no significant qualitative change is expected in a field if the vortices are ordered. Figure 7 shows the results for square and triangular vortex lattices of various orientations. The tiny dependence on vortex-lattice structure and orientation reflects the absence of anisotropy in the isolated vortex (Fig. 2) , owing to low electron density and exponential localization of the bound states in the cores. This contrasts with the case of d-wave superconductors, where the isolated vortex defines preferred directions relative to the microscopic lattice [7, 23, 53, 54] . Note that the vortex-lattice order parameter was constructed by superimposing the modulus and winding phase of isolated vortices using the method described in Ref. 23 , and a small self-consistent adjustment was neglected. We expect this to play no role for the LDOS inside the cores. The calculation is made in the limit of a large penetration depth, assuming a constant field throughout space. The measurements of Ref. 10 show a vortex distribution that is largely random at 5 T. The positional disorder in the vortices may explain the variety of spectra observed, as we show now. We have extracted vortex positions from Fig. 1d of Ref. 10 . As the simulation uses a system ∼ 4 times larger than the field of view of that figure, we have generated random vortex positions outside the field of view with a distribution similar to that seen inside (Appendix G). The disordered vortices are surrounded by an ordered square lattice at the same field in order to ensure the correct boundary condition for an infinite distribution of vortices [23] . The unknown vortex positions outside the field of view do influence the LDOS calculated inside [7] . Hence the simulation should not be seen as an attempt to precisely model the experimental data, but as a way of obtaining typical spectra that may occur in a disordered vortex configuration. Figure 8 shows a collection of LDOS curves calculated at the core of the 50 vortices closest to the center of the field of view. A remarkable diversity of behaviors is seen. The red curves show vortices where the LDOS has one tall peak at negative energy and one weaker peak at positive energy, similar to what is found in the isolated vortex and in the ideal vortex lattices. A shoulder is often seen at a small positive energy between the two peaks, like in Fig. 7 . In the curves highlighted in orange, the shoulder develops into a peak and two additional features appear on the high-energy tails of the main peaks. This further evolves into the yellow vortices, which show five peaks of roughly equal heights. The blue-dotted lines define another class, characterized by a prominent peak at positive energy. Inspection of Fig. 14 in Appendix G reveals that these vortices are often (but not always) in the neighborhood of an area with lower vortex density. A Lorentz force therefore pushes these vortices into the vortex-deficient area, leading to a polarization of the bound states in that direction [55] . Since a prominent peak at positive energy is characteristic of the LDOS four to seven lattice parameters away from the vortex center (see Figs. 3  and 13 ), a possible interpretation of the blue curves is that, in these vortices, the singularity point where the LDOS was calculated is four to seven lattice parameters away from the "electronic" center of the vortex, where the low-lying bound states have their maximum. If that is the case, there must be another point inside the vortex where the LDOS resembles the red curves. Similarly, the orange and yellow curves are somewhat alike the LDOS two to three lattice parameters away from the center of an isolated vortex. Still, there are spectral shapes, like the yellow curves with peaks of almost equal heights and especially the green curve with a peak at zero energy, that are not seen close to an isolated vortex. Sorting out what stems from LDOS polarization-i.e., more or less rigid displacement of the LDOS relative to the phase-singularity point-from what would be genuinely new spectral shapes induced by positional disorder, requires a detailed analysis of the LDOS in the neighborhood of each vortex. This is left for a future study, and will hopefully also explain the gray curves, which seem to have very mixed up spectral shapes.
V. DISCUSSION
Let us summarize the results first. A four-band tightbinding model (two inequivalent sites with two orbitals per site) with a bimodal uncorrelated random disorder and s ± pairing symmetry explains well the STM topography recorded on cleaved FeTe 0.55 Se 0.45 crystals. In order to explain the STM spectroscopy as well within this model, we need to assume gaps a factor of two smaller that those observed in ARPES and optical spectroscopy. While the disorder model captures well the spatial fluctuations of the STM spectra, it gives a spectral function much sharper than seen in ARPES experiments. The calculated topography shows some degree of correlation with the disorder, but the spectral gap (separation between coherence peaks) is uncorrelated with the disorder, even if the superconducting gap (order parameter) is allowed to adjust self-consistently in the disorder. The self-consistent order parameter of an isolated vortex, solved without disorder, is almost perfectly isotropic (cylindrical symmetry). The LDOS in the vortex shows resolution-limited peaks consistent with discrete levels. A spectral decomposition allows us to extract energies and wave functions from the calculated LDOS and to project the wave functions on angular-momentum eigenstates. We find that the bound states come in pairs at each angular momentum and can mix several angular momenta. The bound states change from being hole-like (negative angular momentum with the hole part of the wave function finite in the core) to being electron-like (positive angular momentum with the electron part of the wave function finite in the core) at a crossover energy. The hole-like states have higher energy in attractive Se-rich regions and lower energy in repulsive Te-rich regions, while electron-like states behave the opposite way. These variations are minute, though. Relatively large changes of the chemical potential are needed in order to substantially modify the vortex spectra, in ways that do not resemble the variations seen in the experiments. Finally, the LDOS at the phase-singularity point of a given vortex can present a variety of shapes, depending on the positions of disordered nearby vortices.
The electron-hole crossover in vortex bound states raises the question as to where the "gender" of these states comes from. It is tempting to bind each series of bound states in Fig. 4 to one of the Fermi-surface pockets. This fails, because both series start with a hole-like state. Figure 6 contains further insight. It shows two different transitions:
(i) at ∆µ = 13 meV, when the hole pocket at Γ disappears, and (ii) at ∆µ = −7.8 meV, when the electron pocket at M transforms into a hole pocket. At the transition (i), one hole-like state leaves the core by moving into the continuum: this suggests that one series of hole-like core states is indeed bound to the hole band at Γ . At the transition (ii), the number of core states is conserved but their gender changes: one electron-like state leaves the core to the continuum while one hole-like state leaves the continuum to the core, and at the same time one hole-like state crosses zero energy and becomes electron-like. This makes sense if the band at M carries two core states, one being hole-like and one being electron-like, irrespective of whether the Fermi surface is electron-or hole-like. A scenario is proposed in Fig. 9 . The hole band at Γ behaves as usual: it carries one series of states with angular momenta µ = −1/2, −3/2, . . ., only the first of which has weight in the core. These levels scale with the small gap and progressively fill the core as the chemical potential enters the band. The band at M carries two series of states with opposite genders that scale with the large gap. When the band is electron-like [Figs. 9(a)-9(c)], the lowest hole-like state has momentum −1/2 and the lowest electronlike state has momentum +3/2. The latter hybridizes with +1/2 and thus shows up in the core. As the band gets emptied, the +3/2 state moves to the gap edge, while the −1/2 state has a nonmonotonic dependence, first moving toward the gap edge, then toward zero energy (see Fig. 6 ). When the chemical potential hits the quadratic touching point [ Fig. 9(d) ], the −1/2 state crosses zero energy and has mixed gender, while the state +3/2 reaches the gap edge and a state −3/2 appears at the opposite edge. Finally, when the band is hole-like [ Fig. 9(e) ], the lowest electronlike bound state has momentum +1/2 and the lowest holelike state has momentum −3/2, hybridizes with −1/2, and becomes visible in the core [topmost curves in Fig. 6(b) ]. This interpretation implies that, in the situation of Fig. 9(a) , two bound states of opposite genders are present in the core even if ∆µ is increased to a point that the hole band is out of the game. We have checked that this is actually true, and it takes another topological transition at ∆µ = +99.5 meV, where the M pockets touch and transform into Γ hole pockets, to recover a unique gender in the cores, hole-like in this case. Likewise, a topological transition at ∆µ = −55.4 meV transforms the situation of Fig. 9 (e) into an electron-like system with pockets at (π/2, π/2).
The vortex-core spectrum of the model [ Fig. 2(b) ] with one tall peak at negative energy and one smaller peak at positive energy bears some resemblance with the observations made in part of the FeTe 0.55 Se 0.45 vortices [10] , especially considering that nearby vortices, temperature, and a finite experimental resolution smoothen the theoretical spectrum. The energies do not match, though. The experiment reports peaks at −0.6, +0.45, +1.2, and +1.9 meV. The model has peaks at −0.09, −0.2, +0.39, +0.53, +0.69, and +0.84 meV. In qualitative agreement, both series show more electron-like than hole-like states. In qualitative disagreement, the measurement shows a hole-like state that is not the lowest, while the model has all hole-like states lying below the electron- Fig. 6(b) .
like states. We would like to point out that the experiment faces a difficulty in locating the precise vortex center. The same difficulty arises in the theory when disordered nearby vortices polarize the LDOS (Sec. IV). For example, the series of spectra in Supplementary Fig. 5e of Ref. 10 shows a tall peak at −0.88 meV and a small peak at +0.35 meV in the putative vortex center, as well as a peak at −0.28 meV that develops far from the core. Such a configuration-with the lowest-lying state localized farther away from the core than higher-energy states-is quite unexpected and impossible for a clean isolated vortex. We speculate that the actual vortex center may be closer to where the −0.28 meV state is localized. The calculations show that the chemical disorder may shift the vortex levels to some extent; however these shifts are way too small to resolve the discrepancy. The seemingly smaller bound-state energies in the model compared with the experiment brings us back to the disagreement between the ARPES and STM spectral gaps. Scaling the gaps by a factor of two in order to match ARPES would scale the core levels by a factor of four, giving numbers somewhat more alike the experimental ones. For reconciling such a scaled model with the zero-field STM conductance, a third band is required with a gap of ∼ 1 meV. This gap is unresolved in photoemission, but needed to explain the sharp edge at 1 meV seen in tunneling. Additionally, one would need to invoke a nonlocal tunneling process that hides the larger gap near the M point. How the conductance delivered by this specific tunneling path relates to the LDOS inside vortices is an open question. In any case, the model as it stands confirms that the peaks observed by STM correspond to discrete vortex levels. This establishes a sharp contrast with the parent compound FeSe, which is claimed to host nodal [56, 57] or at least very anisotropic [58] [59] [60] gaps and shows a broad signature in vortices, with no sign of discrete states [61] . The ability to observe and identify the "conventional" vortex states is an asset for demonstrating the unconventional nature of the Majorana zero mode in vortices where both types of quasiparticles coexist [36, 62] .
The intricate mixing of electron-and hole-like bound states in vortices is worth investigating further. Our results indicate that working at low field to approach as much as possible the isolated-vortex limit may be a good strategy in order to address the genuine vortex signature. It is expected that the vortices appear less distorted under the STM at low field than at 5 T and that the maximum of the zero-bias conductance does coincide with the electronic vortex center, while at higher fields they can be separated. Very much like the Chebyshev expansion, the STM lacks a direct access to the energies and wave functions of the bound states. A spectral decomposition of the tunneling conductance, analogous to the LDOS decomposition used in the present work-if it turns out to be feasible-would be of great value for distinguishing nearly degenerate states and determining their quantum numbers. The reverse behaviors of electron-and hole-like states relative to the chemical disorder may also be used as an identification tool, by studying the statistics of a given bound state in many vortices and correlating it with the topography.
On the theory side, many questions remain. Beside the ARPES/STM gap problem already discussed, a more realistic model of disorder may be needed: as the cartoon used here has almost no effect on the vortex spectroscopy, it does not provide a clue as to why the vortices are pinned at disordered positions. Another intriguing issue is the connection between the symmetries of the vortex and those of the Fermi surface. In the quantum regime, it is expected that the breaking of cylindrical symmetry is led by the Fermi surface rather than by the gap anisotropy [7, 21, 23] . In this work, we have deliberately made the Fermi pockets maximally symmetric by a choice of the parameter t 2d (Sec. II). It would be interesting to monitor the evolution of the insets in Fig. 2(b) as the parameter t 2d is varied and the electron pocket gains a fourfold harmonics oriented either along (π, 0) or along (π, π), depending on t 2d . A further extension of our model should also consider the Zeeman splitting. In a 5 T field, this amounts to an energy scale of 0.58 meV that is not small compared with the gap size, unlike for the cuprates at similar fields. Going beyond the two-dimensional idealization, or at least modeling the three-dimensional effects and understanding how they change the spectra, is also a direction to explore. Finally, it is necessary to clarify whether there exists a link between the electron-or hole-like nature of the vortex bound states and the charge of elementary carriers as measured by the Hall coefficient, which was sometimes found to change sign as a function of temperature [63, 64] .
VI. CONCLUSION
The direct observation of individual Caroli-de GennesMatricon bound states has been a rare event since their prediction in 1964. It appears that the low-density nearly compensated metal FeTe 0.55 Se 0.45 has just the right set of band-structure and pairing parameters to enable this observation with high-resolution and low-temperature STM. Yet, the multiband nature of the compound with mixed electron-hole character together with nonlocal pairing, not to mention the intrinsic chemical disorder, challenges the well-established understanding for a clean single-band metal with local pairing. The model studied here is a first step in trying to understand how the vortex bound states behave in this more complex setup and deep in the quantum regime. The energy scales involved and the requirement that the interlevel spacing due to finite-size effects be much smaller than the superconducting gap immediately prompts unusually large system sizes that defeat ordinary methods based on straight diagonalization. The Chebyshev expansion allows one to get through this, with the advantage of being a real-space method well suited for disordered systems. Our calculations give a number of original insights without providing a completely satisfactory description of the observations made in FeTe 0.55 Se 0. 45 . We hope that this will motivate follow-up studies to refine and clarify the experimental data and develop the theory further.
One of the main advantages of the Chebyshev expansion (5) is that it provides for the LDOS a formula that is an analytical function of energy. On the contrary, calculations of the Green's function performed by direct inversion of the Hamiltonian matrix must be repeated independently at each energy of interest. The exact LDOS is a sum of Dirac delta functions centered at the energy eigenstates, a quantity that is discrete for any finite-size system, and which Eq. (5) approximates by a continuous function where each delta function is replaced by a function δ N (E) of finite N -dependent width. The function δ N (E) equals the DOS calculated for a one-orbital Hamiltonian H = 0, that is, with a single eigenvalue at zero energy. Since T n (0) = cos(nπ/2), the resolution function is
This function is similar to a Gaussian, however with tiny oscillations in the tails. In order to evaluate its width, we calculate
where the approximate result is valid at large N . For a Gaussian, this definition yields the full width at half maximum. The resolution functions calculated for N = 9000 and N = 18 000 are plotted in Fig 2.4 meV located on the Γ pocket and one of amplitude −∆ 2 cos(k F,Γ a) + ∆ 3 cos 2 (k F,Γ a) = −4.1 meV located on the M pocket. The gap edges are square-root singularities as expected for an order parameter of s symmetry, but appear rounded due to the finite resolution of the calculation truncated at order N . The amount of rounding can be compared with the resolution function, also displayed in Fig. 10(b) . A structure near −9 meV marks the bottom of the electron band at −7.8 meV [see Fig. 1(b) ], shifted by the gap opening. Figure 10(a) shows the DOS calculated with halved values of ∆ 2 and ∆ 3 . The two gaps at 1.2 and 2 meV match the structures observed experimentally by STM [10, 36] . With a resolution of 0.5 meV (N = 9000), the smaller gap still produces a small peak, while experimentally it appears more like a shoulder inside the main gap. For this reason, we have used N = 7000 (∆E = 0.64 meV) in our calculations of the LDOS in Fig. 1 .
Appendix C: Choice of the disorder strength Figure 11 shows how the LDOS depends on the disorder strength measured by the parameter V . We have picked three random sites on the lattice, two of which turning out to be Te sites and one a Se site. We recall that relative to the unperturbed chemical potential, the disorder potential is +V at the Te sites and −(11/9)V at the Se sites, in such a way that the spatially averaged potential is zero. One thus expects a shift of spectral weight towards positive energies at Te sites and towards negative energies at Se sites. This is clearly seen at E > 0, where the LDOS is mostly increased by increasing disorder strength at the Te sites, and mostly decreased at the Se site. As the tunneling current is given by the integral of these LDOS curves from 0 to 10 meV, it is smaller at Se sites than at Te sites, which provides the contrast in Fig. 1(d) . The disorder induces structures in the LDOS at energies that depend on the disorder configuration, but not on its strength. The amplitude of these structures scales with the strength of the disorder. We estimate that the typical amplitude of LDOS fluctuations for V = 1 meV is similar to what is observed experimentally [10] . Figure 11 also shows that the small gap on the Γ pocket is more sensitive to disorder: there can be significant fluctuations of the coherence peak height at the edges of the small gap, while the fluctuations are weaker for the large gap. We note that for the calculations shown in Fig. 11 , unlike for those shown in Figs. 1(d) and 1(f) , we neglected the self-consistent adjustment of the superconducting order parameter. Nevertheless, the tendency for the small gap to be more affected by disorder is confirmed by a statistical analysis of the peak height in the fully self-consistent map of Fig. 1(d) . We find that (i) relative to the unperturbed DOS at the coherence-peak maximum, which marks the large gap, and at the energy of the shoulder, which marks the small gap, the average LDOS for V = 1 meV (V = 2 meV) goes down for the large gap by 1% (5%), while for the small gap it goes up by 1% (2%); (ii) more importantly, the standard deviation of the LDOS distribution at these energies, relative to its average, is only 3% (6%) for the large gap for V = 1 meV (V = 2 meV), but as large as 8% (15%) for the small gap.
Appendix D: Correlation of topography and gap map with disorder
In order to measure the correlation between the local tunneling current I(r ) shown in Fig. 1(d) and the disorder landscape shown in Fig. 1(c) , we compute the correlation 
where V r is the local value of the potential, while 〈I〉 and 〈V 〉 are the average current and potential, respectively. We find a value R = 0.4, which quantifies the positive-although relatively weak-correlation between disorder and tunneling current that can be perceived by the eye. In Fig. 12 , we compare this weak correlation with the absence of correlation between the potential and the spatial distribution of gap values. The spectral gap, defined as half the energy separation between the main coherence peaks [inset of Fig. 12(c) ] is sensitive to disorder even if the order parameter is uniform. Figure 12 (c) shows that the spectral gap, which takes the value 2.27 meV in the absence of disorder, varies between 2.25 and 2.3 meV when disorder is included without letting the order parameter adjust self-consistently. These variations show almost zero correlation with the disorder. With the self-consistent order parameter, the correlation is only marginally higher [ Fig. 12(d) ]. 200 nm × 200 nm STM field of view of Fig. 1d in Ref. 10 . In this area, the vortex positions are located at maxima of the measured STM conductance (white and colors). There are 97 vortices, corresponding to a field of 5 T. The colored circles indicate the 50 vortices whose core LDOS is displayed in Fig. 8 with the same color code. Outside the area, the vortex positions were generated randomly with the constraint of being at least 16 nm apart (cyan). The disordered vortices are surrounded by a regular square vortex lattice extending to infinity (magenta), which fixes the boundary condition for the phase of the order parameter [23] . Fig. 8 . The numbers correspond to the spectra shown in Fig. 8 .
